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Around  June 2010,  I knew that I would be moving to the Northern Territory, so I started to look at things that I might do 

when I got there.  I had  an extensive history in rescue/rehoming as a foster carer and volunteer, and since moving to Australia, 

as a professional dog trainer.   I had experience and expertise with sight hounds having owned them for 10 years in the UK (and 

brought one over to Australia when my husband and I moved here).  So when I realised there was a dog racing track in Darwin, 

I thought that here was an opportunity to do something practical to find homes for the discarded dogs of the industry.   

Eileen was born in the UK, raised in Australia, moved 

back to the UK and after 30 years has come back to 

Australia, since when she has achieved a Cert IV in 

Companion Animal Services and is an accredited Delta 

dog trainer. Eileen has been involved in rescue all her 

adult life, being a passionate believer in giving dogs a  

second chance.  After moving to Darwin in 2011 Eileen 

realised that although there was a dog racing track, there 

was no rehoming scheme for greyhounds so with the 

help of a supportive committee of 4 other people she 

set up the Greyhound Adoption Program NT in January 

2012. So far GAPNT has rehomed 27 greyhounds and 

have 5 in foster.  They are completely self funded and 

rely on foster carers to care for the dog until they are 

adopted.  An initial luke warm response from the  

industry in Darwin has moved through indifference to 

occasional animosity.  She does however not believe in 

demonising the trainers and maintains a dialogue.  Eileen 

will be sharing the GAPNT perspective on rehoming 

greyhounds.  

www.gapnt.org.au  fb https://www.facebook.com/Greyhound.Adoption.Program.NT  

info@gapnt.org.au tel 0423 499118 
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Greyhound Racing is a highly divisive subject with people holding strong opinions on both sides of the argument.  Trainer/Owners/

Advocates of racing will tell you that the dogs love it and get to  perform natural behaviours.  There is some merit in the argument 

that Greyhounds have been bred for function and not form and so are free from a lot of the heritable problems we see in other 

pedigree dogs (Vet Click, 2012) (Tsang). For those of you who don’t know the details of the greyhound racing industry Australia 

wide, here is a quick sprint through the history of racing and some of the issues that divide people:   

 

Greyhound racing started in 1932 and  proved popular with the working classes – reaching  a peak in popularity just after the  

second world war.  Numbers of both dogs and people attending have been declining ever since, although in the last 9 or so years 

the figures have stayed fairly steady. Australia wide, the numbers of greyhounds bred has averaged around 3,300 litters registered/

year over the last 9 years. Greyhounds named (registered for racing) have averaged 13,300/year - again over the same period of 

time (Greyhounds-Australasia, 2011).  At a conservative estimate of 6 puppies per litter, this is 6500 puppies that are not  

accounted for annually (i.e. 6500 is the difference between dogs born and dogs registered). These are industry figures available on 

the Greyhounds Australasia website. 

 

Have you seen a greyhound  walking down the street in your neighbourhood? Greyhounds remain rare  sightings in most places.  

Another contentious issue is the number of dogs that die or are euthanased due to injuries acquired while racing; and finally there 

is the issue of what happens to dogs when they are no longer competitive. This is where I decided to concentrate my efforts.  

There is a RSPCA in Darwin but regular checks of the RSPCA website, prior to my arrival, of the dogs for adoption showed only 1 

greyhound - and that dog remained in kennels for 6 months (it could be argued that the RSPCA rehoming policy on greyhounds in 

some of their shelters helps perpetuate the public perception that greyhounds are not safe around other animals by using  

descriptions such as this “ By nature small fluffy things are fun to chase so I am best in a home with no cats or pocket pets and it is 

recommended that I do not go home with little fluffy dogs as they look like little toys for me to chase and play with” . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are many examples of successful  adoptions in households with small animals (pictured above is Cricket, happily living with 3 

cats and another greyhound) However, testing is required and potential adopters should be aware of the risk. 

At the time of my imminent arrival in Darwin, there  was also another rehoming group called PAWS that took in retired  

greyhounds, however there appeared to be a hiatus in their programme, so I decided that there was definitely a need for a specific 

Greyhound rehoming group.  Once I arrived in Darwin it took me a year to sort myself out, finding a job and people who felt the 

same way I did about dogs.  I checked out the rules and regulations in the NT and set up a not for profit (nfp) organisation  

company with 5 other people I coerced/co-opted onto the committee.  Setting up as a nfp organisation – this is a relatively simple 

and straightforward process that allows a group to apply for community grants and offers them a certain amount of legitimacy.  My 

fellow committee members are made up of two of my colleagues at AMRRIC (www.amrric.org) where I work, Dr Jan Allen and 

Dr Sophie Constable, both Veterinary Surgeons which is always helpful with certain types of bureaucrats as it gave us a measure of 

validity in their eyes.   Other members of the committee were found through word of mouth. These members were: Barbara 

Meichelboek, a mental health nurse (always useful in rescue!!!) and dog and cat owner and wildlife carer; and our secretary, Mary 

Paton, an owner of 2 retired greyhounds. This  made up the five people necessary to form an executive committee.  I contacted 

the Darwin Greyhound Racing Club (DGRC) to let them know what we were doing and to see if there was any interest.  I was 

lucky in that I had a contact, the track veterinarian at that time, Dr Stephen Cutter of Ark Animal Hospital who was able to  

introduce me and also did all the vet work on our first 10 greyhounds pro bono and continues to provide half price services.  

Stephen is a great animal advocate and provides a huge amount of his time and money to helping all animals.  He is also the proud 

owner of a retired racing greyhound. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The president of the DGRC, Robbie Brennan was welcoming, and saw the need for a more formal rehoming  process than was 

currently in operation, so he invited me to talk to the trainers at the AGM.   I’m pretty sure there was a bit of talk about me – 

middle aged, English – could I be a dreaded animal activist? There was also a degree of cynicism.   Robbie also gave us our first dog, 

Hot Pie (above) and we were jointly interviewed for a piece on the local ABC news.   
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The DGRC also allowed us to use the clubhouse for our initial public meeting, where we invited anyone along who was interested 

in getting involved in adoption, fostering or generally helping out.   

Twenty people turned out on a very stormy night which was encouraging.  So that was the start of the Greyhound Adoption  

Programme NT (GAPNT).  We had dogs, we had foster carers, we had veterinary services - all we needed was some ongoing 

funding, which more or less came out of my pocket initially.   

 

Our second dog, Rosie, arrived fairly quickly and then our third dog, Beau, rather dramatically with a broken leg.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our first adoption was on the 7th May 2012 - Hot Pie went to her ‘forever home’ in Katherine with Elaine (above).   Since then 

we have adopted out 26 greyhounds and currently have 9 in foster. 

GAPNT wouldn’t exist without foster carers. They come and go with Darwin being a transient town with lots of Defence Force, 

‘fly in fly out’ mining, and government contract workers, but they all dig deep in their pockets. The GAPNT fundraise to pay for all 

vet work but we can’t afford to supply food as a matter of course as we have no sponsorship or ongoing funding.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our longest staying dog, Emma (above) was in one home for nearly 8 months!  This is a huge emotional and financial commitment 

from the foster carers.  They have the hardest job and I pay tribute to them, I’ve done it and I know it can be tough.   

We immediately move a dog if it is not a good fit and give our foster carers plenty of support.  We home check all potential foster 

carers and adopters. 

 

We get our funds from various fundraising activities.  We charge the trainers $50 to put a dog in the scheme which is $10 under 

the euthanasia fee, and some baulk at that, but most cough up.  We adopt the dogs out at $250 which gets you a dog that is  

desexed, microchipped, C6 vaccinated, health checked and has had it’s teeth cleaned.  The $250 just about covers those costs – as 
I said earlier we get our vet work at ½ price thanks to Dr Stephen Cutter at the Ark Animal Hospital.  We do sausage sizzles  

outside Harvey Norman and Bunnings. They have great schemes – they supply all sausages and bread free of charge.  We have 

been given donations by Coles and Schweppes of raffle prizes and drinks.   We have had a fundraiser hosted by the dress shop 

Blue Illusion; Petbarn donated 10 dog beds which we sold, we get donations – all the usual stuff.  Again we rely on volunteers to 

give up their time and (wo)man stands at events.   

 

We attend all the usual events – market stalls, agricultural shows and pet expos.  We have a ‘greyhound walk’ on the first Sunday 

of the month along the Nightcliff foreshore – an area that is popular with families.  We want the public to see that Greyhounds are 

first and foremost dogs - not racing machines or anatomical specimens,  and they are well behaved  in public.  The fact is that 

Greys have a lot of their behavior inhibited by their upbringing and are probably shut down somewhat emotionally  on the walks, 

which to the general public looks like a well behaved dog.  We don’t make dogs participate in the walks that cannot cope, but a 

little bit of stress is to be expected and considered acceptable.   
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The foster dogs wear yellow jackets that say “Adopt Me”  and yellow  collars that state “I Need a Home”.  We want it to be very 

obvious what we are doing.   

We send out press releases to the local paper, the NT News. We have had several articles including a double page spread in the 

Sunday Territorian.  We try to stay neutral in public but it is a fact of racing life that dogs that are no longer competitive are  

routinely euthanased.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We in the NT differ from the rest of Australia in several aspects.  Once a greyhound has been de-registered there is no  

requirement for it to wear a muzzle in public, which is great as it is a huge barrier  to rehoming in other Australian states. People 

don’t always want to walk a dog wearing a muzzle because there are so many negative connotations.  We also have no greyhound 

breeding here – the last time a litter was bred was 2007. This is a good thing in terms of reducing wastage because as many of you 

are no doubt aware, most greyhound deaths occur before the dogs get to the track and by this I mean dogs bred that don’t make 

the cut in terms of ability and desire to chase. The NT greyhound racing industry is small and none of the trainers are professional 

in the sense that they make their living solely from Greyhound Racing.  The Greyhounds Australasia latest statistics (2011) show 

there are a total of 59 Licensed persons in the NT, which includes Owners, Syndicates, Owner-Trainers and Trainers. The  

industry in the NT averages 1 meeting/week with 5 races with an average of 6 dogs/race, so approximately 30 dogs per meeting.  

Total attendances are 6,657 people from a population in the NT of 211,000 – around 3% of the population.  For this minority 

“sport” the NT Government has given (in 2103/14) $800,000 – an increase of around 47% over 2012/13 figure of $543,000.  So, 

each race costs the NT taxpayer $3137 and currently to my understanding none of this funding goes to welfare of the greyhounds 

at the end of their racing life.  This money is used to provide prize money for the races and subsidise the importation of  

greyhounds into the NT. 

 

Since the beginning of 2011 Greyhounds Australasia had stated in their rules that: 

 “ At any time after the registration of a litter, the last registered owner or person responsible for the greyhound at the re levant 

time, shall, within ten working days, notify the Controlling Body by lodging of the prescribed form, if that greyhound has  

transferred ownership, been retired as a pet or a breeding greyhound, been transferred to an adoption program, exported,  

surrendered to another agency, been humanely euthanased by a veterinary surgeon or deceased.  It shall be a requirement to  

include a veterinary certificate of euthanasia when lodging the appropriate form for any greyhound that has been euthanased by 

that veterinary surgeon.”   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prior to 2011 there had been no formal process for tracking dogs once they stopped racing.  When I came to write this paper I 

wanted to work out how many dogs we had rehomed as a percentage of the dogs retired from the industry but apparently the 

tracking had not been done in Darwin. In support of this statement, of the 35 dogs we have taken into the GAPNT scheme, I have 
only been asked 3 times to fill in the correct paperwork by a trainer.  So I asked the President of the DGRC for figures.   

Robbie Brenan was helpful and stated that there had been 50 dogs imported into the NT in the last year and that racing numbers 

had not changed so he would suggest that 50 dogs in the last year “have found other interests after their racing career”.   

Anecdotally most of the others have been rehomed as well but there is no hard data available.  So the nearest I can figure is  

between June 2011 and June 2012 we have rehomed 30% of the retired dogs in the NT through our scheme. As a small unfunded 

program this compares very favourably to other funded industry schemes.  We hope to bring this to the attention of both the 

Minister for Sport and Recreation and the Minister for Animal Welfare.  We have accepted 97% of the dogs we were offered – 

only one dog was turned down for being too predatory toward small dogs.  I started out using the standard industry temperament 

assessment, which was written by a veterinary behaviourist, but in reality, because we had no kennels ,we could not replicate the 

required circumstances which the test  deemed necessary to make the results accurate.    

Temperament tests in dogs are not believed to be a good predictor of future aggression, (Taylor, 2006)so their value is limited.  
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 However, I wanted to seem legitimate to the Darwin Greyhound Racing fraternity so I undertook the Greyhound Racing NSW 

Greyhound Assessor course which was of limited value as it does not qualify me to do anything outside the state of NSW. It also 

means I cannot assess dogs going into NSW from the NT.    Greyhounds are the only breed (that is not a restricted breed) that 

has to prove that it is not aggressive before it can be walked without a muzzle when in one of the few studies on aggression by 

breed has proved greyhounds to be the least aggressive of breeds (Duffy, 2008).  Of the dogs we have assessed for suitability for  

rehoming, only one has failed for predatory aggression to small dogs. Of the dogs taken into the scheme only one has been  

euthanased (for biting a human).  That is a 2.8% failure rate.  Two have been returned from trial as unsuitable and later rehomed 

with other families.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We have had 2 dog fights with foster carers’ dogs – one over food, despite advice about feeding separately and one possibly  

predatory aggression. However it is difficult to be certain as not being present at either event. Both dogs went on to be  

successfully rehomed.  There was also an incident with ‘dog vs. chicken’ that cost us $600 in vet fees but both chicken and  

greyhound survived   We have to accept that there will be “incidents” no matter how careful we ask everyone to be.  For this  

reason we do have $20,000,000 public liability insurance. 

We don’t do any special training or “rehabilitation” with the dogs.  We do test them with cats and small dogs.  We rely on the  

foster carers to give us honest reports of the dogs behaviours.   

 

The main difference between what GAPNT and other private greyhound rehoming groups do is that we work with the trainers 

where we can.  This brings its own dilemmas as every dog we take opens up a space for another dog to be imported into the NT.  

The dogs that come up here are not competitive down south for whatever reason – too slow, won’t chase etc.  We are their last 
stop on the way to euthanasia ,as these dogs don’t have a future down south.  So, are we adding to the problem by taking these 

dogs?  I don’t really care because as far as I am concerned it is about the dogs, however I am aware that this does not address the 

dogs that will be replacements.  This will be done by lobbying the NT Government to stop subsidising dogs to come up here  I 

don’t vilify the trainers, I don’t think that it is helpful in the debate.  What they are doing is legal though of course I don’t deny that 

there are people in the industry doing things that are illegal and immoral.  I save my strongest approbation for us as a society who 

allow, participate and turn a blind eye to the cost to the dogs.  We all have to take responsibility as a society who permits grey-

h o u n d  

racing.    

 
The way ahead for GAPNT?  I will be leaving the NT at the end of 2013 but am confident that the program will continue. We are 

currently in negotiation with the Department of Sport and Recreation to be funded directly to continue our work. We want, and 

the dogs deserve a slice of the $800,000 pie that was given to the Darwin Greyhound Racing Club in 2013/14 and any future  

funding.  In the meantime we will continue to quietly lobby Government and educate the public as to the cost of this so called 

sport where the only ones who get no say in the outcome are the poor bloody dogs.   
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